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Rémi Letournelle – the mind behind Slow
Steve and also a former member of the
SXSW-tested band Fenster – takes us on a
weird, UFO-submarine trip through the history of alternative pop music. Slow Steve’s
debut album, “Adventures”, was released
last year on the prestigious Morr Music label
and captivates with its idiosyncratic analog
charm, synths and guitar pop. He wanted to
create a sort of “Indiana Jones at the bottom of the sea” sound and go back in time
to the quirky science fiction of the 1920s
and 30s. Letournelle wrote almost all of
the songs himself and played all the instruments, too. Playing live, though, Slow Steve
is a proper band with the help of a friend on
page 13, among others.
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SLOW STEVE

CITY Berlin
LABEL Morr Music
CURRENT RELEASE
Adventures

CONTACT/ MANAGEMENT
Amande Dagod, amande@julietippex.com

WEBSITE
www.slowsteveamour.tumblr.com

STEFAN
GOLDMANN
With every release and project Stefan Goldmann has brought a new edge to the table of
techno and house. He has crossed over into art
projects with an approach that remains essentially techno: investigating grid rhythm, sampling, vinyl culture or digitisation down to their
very cores. Commissioned works and one-off
performances have become as much part of
his presentation as DJing at clubs and festivals.
A special relationship has formed between
Goldmann and Berlin’s Berghain club: He conceived the “Elektroakustischer Salon″ nights,
opening up the club to experimental formats.

SUN AND THE WOLF
After Brodie White and Peter Mangan made a
name for themselves in the rock’n’roll scene
in their hometown of Auckland, New Zealand,
with their former band, The Have, they moved
far away to found a new one. Coming to Berlin and starting from scratch simply seemed
like the more exciting thing to do. Now known
as Sun And The Wolf, their previous garage
rock sound has transitioned to a more organic one with groovy bass lines and psychedelic guitars. After two albums, and tours with
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club, their new album
“Jungle Juice” is being released in 2017.

CITY Berlin
LABEL Duchess Box Records
CURRENT RELEASE
Percipice

CONTACT/ MANAGEMENT
Grant Box, grant.box@snowhitepr.com

WEBSITE
www.facebook.com/sunandthewolf
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SVEN HELBIG

CITY Dresden
LABEL Neue Meister (Edel)
CURRENT RELEASE
I Eat The Sun And Drink The Rain

CONTACT/ MANAGEMENT
Christoph Becker,
christoph.becker@artist-ahead.com

WEBSITE
www.svenhelbig.com

Sven Helbig, a studied musician, a composer, producer and director, enjoys blurring the
boundaries between the world of classical orchestra, experimental art, and pop music. He
is equally at home as co-founder of the Dresdner Sinfoniker – the first European orchestra
exclusively dedicated to contemporary music
– as composer and producer for great music
acts including Rammstein, the Pet Shop Boys
and Snoop Dogg, and also composing works
for choir, orchestra and chamber music. On
his solo tours with his electronic setup, Helbig
radically deconstructs his orchestral compositions, distorting them so far until something
new is created in electronic garb. After releasing his debut album on renowned label Deutsche Grammophon, he’s currently touring with
his work “I Eat The Sun And Drink The Rain”,
released on the new Berlin label Neue Meister:
delicate choral expanses alight upon pulsing,
layered synthesizer.
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STRAIGHT OUTTA KASSEL
SELECTED “EXPORT SMASH HITS”
FROM KRAFTWERK TO MILKY CHANCE
Author: RENZO WELLINGER

“BIG IN GERMANY” DOESN’T REALLY INITIALLY IMPRESS ANYONE IN THE
UNITED STATES, WHICH IS SPOILED FOR CHOICE OF GOOD POP MUSIC.
MANY BANDS THAT FILL STADIUMS IN GERMANY ARE IN FACT OFTEN LESS
SUCCESSFUL INTERNATIONALLY. BUT THEY EXIST: GERMAN ARTISTS WHO
MANAGED TO MAKE THE JUMP AND MOVE THE MUSIC WORLD AROUND THE
GLOBE. SOME ACTS BECAME SOURCES OF INSPIRATION FOR MUSICIANS
ALL AROUND THE GLOBE ACROSS DECADES. OTHERS ARE SIMPLY ONE-HIT
WONDERS, BUT WITH UNFORGETTABLY CATCHY TUNES. HERE’S A QUICK
OVERVIEW OF MUSICIANS FROM GERMANY WHO CAUSED A SENSATION
BEYOND THE COUNTRY’S BORDERS.

INSPIRATION FOR GENERATIONS:
KRAFTWERK—“AUTOBAHN” (1974)
Kraftwerk, from Düsseldorf, enjoys cult status to this day and tours throughout the
world now and again. The New York Times
called them “the Beatles of electronic music”.
Their album Autobahn landed them in the
top ten of the U.S. Billboard charts. Their
groundbreaking works inspired a wide variety of artists – from David Bowie, to New
Order, to LCD Soundsystem. Other German
formations from the era, including krautrock
bands such as Tangerine Dream and Can, remain sources of inspiration for many young
talented artists today.

4

THE 1980S NEW GERMAN WAVE GIRL:
NENA—“99 LUFTBALLONS” (1983)
In the 1980s, the German singer Nena first
became a German pop star before breaking
internationally. Her New German Wave hit
“99 Luftballons” is one of the most successful pop songs sung in German. And she even
released an English version of the song, “99
Red Balloons”. But the version that made it
to number two on the American charts was
the original version in German. Incidentally,
it wasn’t until thirty years later that Nena,
who is 56 years old meanwhile, performed
her global hit for American audiences for the
very first time as part of a mini-tour.
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THE ROCK VETERANS FROM HANOVER:
SCORPIONS—“WIND OF CHANGE” (1991)
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London, sold out. Madrid, sold out. New York
and Los Angeles, sold out. Not bad for two
schoolmates from Kassel, who actually didn’t
know what they wanted to do when they grew
up and “accidentally” landed an enormous
YouTube hit. Their single “Stolen Dance” put
Milky Chance on the map around the world.
With a mélange of placid singer/songwriter
folk, delicate electronica and poppy melodies,
the duo – composed of guitarist and singer,
Clemens Rehbein, and the man for the beats,
Philipp Dausch – landed a bull’s-eye. Their debut album, “Sadnecessary”, which took them
two weeks to record, became an international bestseller. Milky Chance has become one
of the most successful German music exports of the past years in Europe and beyond
its borders. The video to their song “Stolen
Dance” has been clicked almost 300 million
times on both YouTube and Spotify.

SH

The power ballad to end all power ballads,
“Wind of Change” by the Scorpions from
Hanover, is considered the most successful
German-produced single. The group landed
on the charts with it in 78 countries in 1991,
and at the time was the most-played song
on the radio around the world. Even today,
practically everyone knows (or at least recognizes) the whistled melody. On Vevo, the
video currently has well over 350 million
views, proving that the Scorpions are still hip
even today. Globally they’ve sold more than
100 million albums, and they may perhaps not
be cool, but certainly wildly successful. As
the band confidently stated on their website,
they’re the living proof of the fact that not
only German automakers can keep pace internationally, but classic rock from Germany
can, too. The band has seen practically every
corner of the earth. And back in 1984, they
played New York’s legendary Madison Square
Garden.

Electronic acts from Germany have a somewhat easier go of it, since lyrics play a more
subordinate role in this genre. And “Made in
Germany” tends to be a seal of quality for
electronic music – like it does for cars. After
all, Germany can look back onto a very long
tradition: from Kraftwerk, to Paul van Dyk and
Sven Väth, to Paul Kalkbrenner, from Tresor
by way of the Love Parade to Berghain – Germany has always been an important driving
force for electronic music. And on top of this
over the past several years, a young coterie
of up-and-coming DJs from Germany have
been making names for themselves with
easy-going grooves and catchy pop melodies. And they don’t even shy away from using flute or saxophone solos in this gentler,
mainstream-focused variation of deep house.
Robin Schulz from Osnabrück scored a 2014
summer hit with his version of “Prayer in C”
by the French folk duo Lilly Wood & The Prick
and made it to number one on the charts in
eighteen countries. Felix Jaehn also stormed
the charts with his remix of OMI’s reggae
song “Cheerleader”, and he was the first German musician in 26 years to land a number
one hit in the United States. But that’s not all:
last year the Berlin based Jaehn managed to
land in the top ten of the world’s most successful digital signals.

AY

In the legendary New York venue, 26 years
later, there was another world-renowned
German band doing the honors: Rammstein.
The band with the brutal sound and the rolling
“r” by singer Till Lindemann thrill fans worldwide. Rammstein is one of the most internationally successful German acts of all time.
Their show in New York in Madison Square
Garden in 2010 was sold out in twenty minutes. Eighteen thousand fans sang along. In
German. How can a German band with German lyrics be so successful in the United
States? “People in America want to be entertained,” said drummer Chad Smith of the Red
Hot Chili Peppers, a famous Rammstein fan.
And, as a matter of fact, the group’s awesome, nightmarish shows can be absolutely jaw-dropping. But Rammstein’s success
didn’t come overnight. The band spent many
years playing shows in the U.S., flew repeatedly to the country since 1997. They started in small clubs, which was later followed
by tours with American bands such as Korn.
Their first expansive North America tour
finally took place in 2012.

SCHOOLYARD BUDDIES BECOME
SUPERSTARS:
MILKY CHANCE—“STOLEN DANCE” (2014)

PL

Also taking us far back in time is the biggest
hit for dance-formation Snap!, the brainchild
of Frankfurt-based producers Michael Münzing and Luca Anzilotti. In 1990, “The Power”
rocketed up to number two on the American
charts. The track, which contains elements
of hip-hop and house, has long since become
a classic of pop history – and sounds very
American, probably also due to the fact that
two Americans sang on it. Two years later,
Snap! again made it into the top ten across
the pond with their European-wide smash hit,
“Rhythm Is A Dancer”.

GERMAN REMIXERS MAKE GOOD SONGS
INTO INTERNATIONAL MEGA-HITS:
ROBIN SCHULZ & FELIX JAEHN (2014)

UR

EASTERN GERMAN FORCE OF NATURE:
RAMMSTEIN — “LIEBE IST FÜR ALLE DA” (2009)

C H EC K O U T O

INDESTRUCTIBLE EURO DANCE CLASSIC:
SNAP!—“THE POWER” (1990)
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NEO CLASSICAL
NEW SOUNDS IN THE LAND OF
MENDELSSOHN, BACH AND STOCKHAUSEN
Author: MISCHA KREISKOTT

“Mozart! Wagner! Beethoven! This is your fucking cultural heritage!!!!” The Canadian Chilly
Gonzales is seated at a grand piano, sweating, in a bathrobe. He’s thrashing the keys as if
he was trying to cleave the instrument. He repeatedly and urgently reminds the audience
in the sold-out Laeiszhalle in Hamburg that this is about more than just another Gonzales
concert. The man from Montreal wants nothing less than to bring the centuries-old tradition of Western classical music to an audience that would otherwise never be seen at
a symphony or listening to chamber music. Gonzales – a rapper, pianist and meanwhile
also a composer – has attracted two thousand fans to sit amongst the busts of Brahms
and Schumann in this concert hall, steeped in tradition. He’s playing his quasi-classical
compositions with an intensity that you usually only see at a rockconcert, pieces that
evoke Erik Satie, that are reminiscent Frédéric Chopin, that recall the gentle sounds of the
Italian Ludovico Einaudi. It’s a type of music that is in demand at the moment, not only, but
especially in Germany.

PIANO MUSIC AS INDIE POP EVENT

THE PROMISE OF THE REAL AND TRUE

Nowadays, solo piano concerts are as natural a part of many pop festivals as DJs and
hip-hop acts, which is one of the great peculiarities of current indie pop culture in Germany. Nils Frahm, the best-known name in
this scene, played his self-made keyed instruments on the main stage of the Melt! Festival
in 2015 just a few hours before Kylie Minogue
performed. And other pianists such as Hauschka, Martin Kohlstedt, the Grandbrothers
and the masked Lambert tour tirelessly and
attract increasingly large audiences to their
club and festival concerts. Britain’s Guardian
newspaper was one of the first to name this
phenomenon “Neo Classical” a few years ago,
a genre description that nobody is really happy with. Despite this, the name stuck. “Still
better than no name at all,” said Nils Frahm
in an interview. This early classification to a
larger whole quickly made it clear that there
was more to it than just a few lonely dreamers and a bit of tickling the ivories.

Between all the styled and high-tech super
stagings, between ingenious visuals, spectacular light shows, and DJs who just pretend
they’re turning knobs and adjusting levels,
these young men on pianos seems enchantingly genuine, authentic and approachable,
particularly the pianist Martin Kohlstedt, from
Weimar. Kohlstedt stages impressive moments, and also stages allowing himself to fail.
He repeatedly – at times agonizingly often –
aborts his improvisation, starts over from the
beginning, and then does finally reach a goal.
Or Lambert, who hides himself behind a Mediterranean cult mask and teases that he’d be
too shy to perform without the protection. The
pioneer of the movement, Hauschka, prepares
his piano with rubber erasers, ping-pong balls,
clothespins and many other strange items. He
comes across on stage as a playful magician
trying out new tricks who creates elaborate
sounds as a matter of course while doing so.
In a number of ways, this results in veritable
“I was there” moments: lasting impressions
that the huge commercial pop music shows
could only ineptly hope to simulate.

8
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Chilly Gonzales © Alexandre Isard

Hauschka © Jinseop Lee

Nils Frahm © Claudia Goedke

their temples to culture a century from now;
they’re more in tune with the here, the now,
and the audience in the hall.
Even though the times when New Music
composers could brag about how unpopular they are is definitively over, this spirit of
the modern – where it was frowned upon to
be liked – still resonates faintly in the background of current European classical music.
The so-called Neo Classical musicians are
much more likely to be drawing on American
traditions of minimal music. They are taking
their cues from the early Steve Reich, from
Terry Riley and Philip Glass, from the scene
in the 1960s that was searching for an alternative to the complex postwar avant-garde
coming from Europe. Reich and Glass initially
played in clubs with their ensembles, and in
hip galleries, although they quickly became
part of high culture, Steve Reich in particular
– but he soon turned to more complex structures and more ambitious themes. Whether
the “new minimalists” of our era will take a
similar developmental tack, or if they instead
land in the niche between classical music,
pop and ambient, remains to be seen.

Sebastian Plano

FILM SOUNDS AND THE MUSIC BUSINESS

A NEW CLASSICAL MUSIC?
“Well, if these aren’t the ‘new masters’!” said
an established classical musician agent, in a
pique, during an evening for the Berlin Classics sub-label Neue Meister. This was during
Hamburg’s 2016 Reeperbahn Festival, Europe’s largest showcase festival, where the
Neo Classical theme is already old hat. The
freshly minted label presented the acts that
it had quickly pushed onto the market in just
a few months: the German-Iranian Arash
Safaian, with his ideas about a contemporary Johann Sebastian Bach, Sven Helbig’s
dark, ambient choral pieces, and Electric
Fields, the composed club electronica of

the former avant-garde composer Johannes
Motschmann.
They are all connected by something the incensed classical music expert doesn’t understand. This is no longer about the classical/
romantic concept of genius that bestowed
us with music from constantly new, immortal stylites from Beethoven onward. Neo
Classical has a very pop vibe; it’s about the
moment, about playfulness, about experimentation with ingredients drawing from
very disparate musical traditions. Nobody is
asking if anyone will be playing their music in

10 WUNDERBAR — GERMANY AT SXSW 2017

The more established music world has been
eyeing the Neo Classical movement for some
time now. It may only be a small coterie, but
it is quite promising. Classical music labels
can only land hits in the superstar segment
with yet another new interpretation of the
same, everlasting body of music. It’s not until
someone starts composing themselves that
the music business become lucrative again.
The Berlin-based Neue Meister (new masters) label was founded in 2016 to exploit this
theme; Universal subsidiary Mercury Classics
has been publishing this type of music since
2012, mainly the work of Icelandic Neo Classical star Ólafur Arnalds. Deutsche Grammophon nabbed the British-German composer
Max Richter, who has won multiple awards for
his film scores, and has now upped the ante
with Jóhann Jóhannsson, another Icelander
who takes his classical/ambient sounds from
Berlin out into the world. Filmmakers are also
interested in these European Neo Classical
exotics. They deliver what many are looking

for: distinct, vivid, and moving sounds. Hauschka published four soundtracks for German
and other international productions in 2016
alone. Nils Frahm wrote the celebrated score
to Victoria in 2015, and joined forces with the
artist Woodkid and the Hollywood star Robert
De Niro for the political short film Ellis; the
appointment calendar of the master of lyrical
sounds is far too full to take on all the jobs
coming his way right now.

INTERLUDE OR NEW NARRATIVE?
A few years ago, some considered the great
desire for meditative, acoustic sounds for just
a short interlude, a flash in the pan that would
quickly go away. In the meantime, the scene
seems to be strengthening and expanding.
New names emerge, the first Neo Classical
radio station just went on the air in Berlin,
and more and more frequently this new music world is also encountering the classical
music establishment.
The desire to submerge oneself in a deep music maelstrom remains unbroken. Martin Kohlstedt, Carlos Cipa, Nils Frahm, Lambert, Tamar
Halperin, Sven Helbig and Chilly Gonzales provide the musical alternative for stressed souls
in a complex and sometime incomprehensible
world. They offer the proverbial feast for the
senses and open up possibilities for identification for everyone who is seeking an alternative to the loud, fast and garish.
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CHECK OUT OUR PLAYLIST ON
NEO CLASSICAL FROM GERMANY:

THE GERMAN FESTIVAL
LANDSCAPE
FROM NICHE EVENT TO MASS SPECTACLE
Author: GUNNAR LEUE

MUSIC FESTIVALS HAVE A LONG AND RICH TRADITION IN GERMANY,
REFLECTED IN THE AREAS OF ROCK AND POP MUSIC ESPECIALLY. THE
DISTINCTIVE AURAS AND EXTENSIVE VARIETY ATTRACT FANS FROM
AROUND THE WORLD.

Yet Wacken Open Air is just one among many,
many German music festivals. Every year,
hundreds of open-air festivals in multifarious genres take place all across the country. Some of the more famous ones include

ROCK AM RING and ROCK IM PARK (around
90,000 attendees), which traditionally ring in
the festival season on the weekend of Pentecost. Above all, these festivals endeavor
to unify class with the masses, presenting
top headline acts from the international rock
scene to attract the widest possible audience. This concept is also utilized by the sister festivals HURRICANE and SOUTHSIDE, in
northern and southern Germany, which take
place at the end of June. With eighty thousand attendees each, they also count among
the great major events. These larger mainstream rock festivals attract a mainly younger audience, but older rock fans are also out
in force, or basically anyone who enjoys the
combination of a few days of live music and
the more archaic camping lifestyle: the provisional and unpredictable that conjure up a
feeling of freedom seldom found in a structured working world and normal everyday life.

While audiences are very strongly attracted
to live events, these days local artists are
also increasingly attracted to festivals, where
they have a chance to perform alongside international music stars – something that’s
more common today than it has been in the
past. Furthermore, event organizers find that
the appeal of festivals is also reflected in the
change in music listeners’ receptive behavior
at home. The younger generation is used to
an overflowing range of music on the web and
to a certain degree is interested in many different music genres. The feelings users have
of not wanting to miss anything in a cosmos
of possibilities is something that can be well
sated at a music festival. On one weekend,
there is a large array of bands, which visitors
can “zap through” by moving through the
event. Above and beyond this, many festivals
also now offer a huge supporting program

with a variety of entertainment offerings,
from bungee jumping to poetry slams.
The all-round entertainment concept is used
at almost every German festival nowadays,
whether it’s mainstream rock, metal, electronica or gothic. And even if many festivals
focus on a wider spectrum of artists, they
also strive to maintain a very specific profile over the years. As such, younger fans
of electronica and rock throng to the MELT!
Festival in a former open-pit coal mine near
Leipzig in July. The industrial charm of the
City of Iron, with its old excavators and steel
ruins, creates an incomparable atmosphere,
something hip-hop fans also love when they
come here for the SPLASH! Festival.
Another festival, FUSION, held on a former
military airbase in Mecklenburg-West Pomerania, also has an excellent reputation. Over four
days in late June, the organizers invite everyone to a parallel society that they celebrate
as “vacation communism”. If you want to experience all types of electronica, theater and
avant-garde art without the obtrusiveness of
sponsoring – and solely vegetarian and vegan food – you’ll need a bit of luck: the 60,000
tickets for the European variant of Burning
Man are so coveted that they’re allocated by
drawing lots. But not in 2017, unfortunately,
because Fusion is taking a short break.

After a minor crisis in the nineties due to a
glut of offerings, the festival landscape has
rebounded and become even more abundant
since the millennium. This has both global as
well as specifically German causes. Firstly,
the apex of the recording industry crisis,
driven by the internet, precipitated a radical
change in the music market. Since then, live
performances have become a fundamental
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Melt! Festival

WACKEN: the name represents a slice of
Germany all around the globe, something
unexpected yet fascinating. The heavy-metal festival, which has been taking place in
the northern German village of the same
name since 1990, so impressed the Korean
director Cho Sung-hyung that in 2006 she
shot an award-winning documentary about
it, “Full Metal Village”. She, like many other foreigners, probably asked herself why
the purportedly restrained and reserved
Germans of all peoples, who aren’t exactly
known for being the most raucous partiers,
were able to produce the biggest and most
famous metal festival out of thin air. But for
75,000 metal fans from around the world, the
three-day Wacken Open Air in early August
every year is a loud, wild and nevertheless
peaceful place of pilgrimage for the scene.
“Typically German” is perhaps the perfect organization and the founders’ business acumen. The Wacken brand has been expanded
meanwhile – they also stage metal festivals
on board cruise ships and in the mountains
as an open-air après-ski event.

source of income for most musicians – recordings, downloads and streaming yield
relatively little money. Bands of any degree
of popularity thus flock to the concert business, which is concentrated in the summer
festivals. Due to this market’s size, it’s a fairly
lucrative proposition in the country. Although
the live market in other European countries,
such as Spain, has collapsed, in part due to
high youth unemployment, there are huge
audiences with money to spend in Germany.
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Haldern Pop Festival

Wacken Open Air

Some festivals have firmly established
themselves as international destinations for
specific scenes. This includes the WAVEGOTIK-TREFFEN in Leipzig, the annual world
festival for “dark” music and arts over the
Pentecost weekend. Around twenty thousand gothic fans meet here, making it the
largest meeting of its kind on the planet.
Originally launched as an event for the gothic
scene, it’s developed into a music festival in
the meantime. Concerts scattered throughout the city include a variety of different
musical genres such as medieval, rock and
techno.

atmosphere, which is part of this festival’s
special flair.

No less specific and just as popular, Berlin’s CTM FESTIVAL attracts fans of experimental and electronic music to the German
capital for ten days starting in late January.
Audiences converge at many of the city’s
prestigious venues to come into contact with
exceptional and fantastically artistic varieties
of the world’s contemporary music culture.
The guiding principle of representing art, culture and technology as a single entity has
ensured that this niche festival has outgrown
its former insider-tip status.
Another from the category of size isn’t everything is the HALDERN POP FESTIVAL, on
the Lower Rhine, where not-quite-as-wellknown rock and pop bands from the indie, folk-pop and singer/songwriter scene
perform, accompanied by a few famous
choice international acts. No more than seven thousand attendees are allowed on the
festival grounds, making for a very intimate
14 WUNDERBAR — GERMANY AT SXSW 2017

The RUDOLSTADT FESTIVAL in Thuringia
manages the same, but in a completely different way. A festival for roots, folk and world
music, held annually in July, it attracts ninety
thousand attendees and prestigious artists
from around the world to this eastern German town. It’s one of Europe’s most important festivals, and its appeal comes especially
from the variety of styles and its cross-genre
approach, running the gamut from traditional folklore, to jazz, to punk, to hip-hop. The
festival also includes the awarding of the
RUTH German World Music Prize.
So there’s practically no fan scene that
remains neglected in Germany’s festival
offerings – even reggae fans have their
SUMMERJAM in Cologne and the CHIEMSEE
REGGAE SUMMER in Bavaria, both of which
have been major attractions for decades.
And that lack of neglect is probably not going to change any time soon; the German
live-music market remains very attractive,
despite the fierce competition. Especially
since, along with the music, German organizers continue to emphasize even more spectacular (and ecologically correct) attractions.
And, when necessary, musicians simply
found their own festival, like KOSMONAUT
near Chemnitz – the successful German indie band Kraftklub spontaneously conceived
it in 2013, and meanwhile it’s become a huge
success.
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WHAT MAKES THE
WORLD’S THIRD-LARGEST
MUSIC MARKET TICK
GERMANS LOVE MUSIC —
ESPECIALLY ON CD AND AT CONCERTS
Author: RENZO WELLINGER

BEER FOR BREAKFAST, A FAIRLY COMPLEX LANGUAGE, PLUS A BIT
OF GERMAN POP AND OOMPAH-PAH BANDS: THE GERMANS CAN BE A
STRANGE PEOPLE. A MAJORITY OF GERMAN MUSIC FANS CONTINUES TO
FAVOR ACTUAL RECORDS AND COMPACT DISCS IN PARTICULAR—PERHAPS
YOU RECALL THOSE SILVER DISKS YOU PUT INTO A PLAYER?
Alice Phoebe Lou, Record Store Day © Dussmann

PHYSICAL RECORDING MEDIA DOMINATE
A STRONG MUSIC MARKET
New digital trends often take longer to break
through in Germany as compared to other
parts of the world. Germans are more hesitant about accepting streaming as compared
to the UK or Scandinavia for instance. In the
world’s third-largest music market, physical
recording media still account for more than
half of music consumption in the twenty-first
century. To compare: physical products make
up less than one third of sales in the United
States. The physical product remains as stable in Germany like in no other market in the
world – excepting Japan – with CDs leading
the way.
After reunification in 1990 and the subsequent monetary union, one of the world’s
biggest music markets was formed quasi
overnight. That’s when the CD began its triumphal march. Silver disks were suddenly in
demand instead of black vinyl. Thirty years
after its introduction to the market, CDs still
dominate the German music business. De-

AND WHAT DO THE GERMANS LISTEN
TO? JUST POP AND OOMPAH-PAH?
spite a downturn, the format still managed a
market share of almost 54 percent last year,
thus continuing to set the tone. The vinyl
business also continues to grow, with a
41 percent increase in sales for a share of
4.5 percent.
Apparently German music fans like to have
something they can hold on to, a CD or a record they can put on a shelf. Music from the
cloud is lagging a bit behind in Germany compared to other markets, but there is movement – digital as a whole was able to make
overall gains in 2016. The biggest growth was
seen in streaming, with a plus of just over 73
percent. The younger, track-oriented target
group is increasingly turning to audio streaming, so music in Germany is being listened to
on multiple digital and analog channels – apparently the one doesn’t rule out the other.
What counts is listening to good music!
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Schlager/pop stars such as Helene Fischer
are actually tremendously popular: she was
the bestselling female artist in German for
three times in a row. Schlager – a special form
of German popular music – describes both
the genre and means a resounding success, a
song that was a smash – similar to the English
word “hit”. Oompah-pah, or “typical” German
folk music, is more likely to be heard at beery
occasions, such as Oktoberfest, rather than
before heading out for a night on the town.
Last year’s most successful album belonged
to Udo Lindenberg with “Stärker als die Zeit”
(stronger than time). Lindenberg, famous for
his mumbling singing, is rightly a legend in the
German pop business. At seventy years old, he
still prances as lithely as a tomcat across the
stage and can look back onto a career spanning forty years. Other younger musicians including Andreas Bourani, Sarah Connor and
Mark Forster also sing in German and thereby
delight mainstream audiences.

Indeed, Germany listens to a lot of domestic music. The most important medium for
disseminating music is traditional radio stations. And there is no radio quota stipulating how much national repertoire must be
played, unlike in France for instance. Yet
German broadcasters play relatively few
German-language songs. Despite this, while
domestic songs only filled about 20 percent of the charts in the 1990s, eight of the
top-ten albums on the 2015 Official German
Charts of the Year were in German. But this
doesn’t mean that schlager dominates the
music scene – the spectrum ranges from rap
to metal to house.
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INITIATIVE MUSIK

HIP-HOP AND DANCE CELEBRATE
COMMERCIAL SUCCESS
Berlin of course is outstanding in this regard. The German capital is considered a
creative melting pot throughout the world.
David Bowie and Peaches led the way. Today,
young up-and-coming talents from the other
end of the world are taking up residence in
Berlin to get started in the music business.
The city has the necessary infrastructure,
with recording studios, rehearsal spaces, and
(still) affordable living opportunities as compared to London or New York City. And the
German market, which along with Berlin has
numerous other creative locations on offer,
provides an ideal stepping-stone due to its
size, even for international bands.

Dance is once again very hot right now in
Germany, especially with younger music fans.
Young DJs and producers including Alle Farben, Zedd and Robin Schulz have been successful both domestically and internationally
with fluffy house beats. Robin Schulz made
it to number one around the world with remix tracks such as “Waves” and “Prayer in C”.
And his colleague Felix Jaehn has also taken
off globally. Jaehn, from Hamburg, remixed
OMI’s “Cheerleader” and landed in the pole
position on charts in more than fifty countries. German newcomers are playing in
clubs and on festival stages from Tokyo to
Los Angeles. After all, the “Made in Germany” label is a hallmark of quality, especially for
electronic music. But they were also heavily
booked in their home country.

So the German music business is doing well.
A myriad of promising bands and artists
are supplying a constant stream of popular
music. Germany possesses a strong livemusic scene, a robust market for physical
recordings, and meanwhile even a flourishing streaming business. What remains to be
seen how things will continue for the CD, that
round silver thing.

At the same time, the strong live-music
scene is imminently important for the music
business. Germany has an enormous concentration of outstanding music clubs and
festivals, both big and small. And it isn’t just
the music fans who enjoy coming to Germany from around the world; the German event
industry also enjoys an excellent reputation
with many international acts. German efficiency is noticeable across the board, with
equipment, the technical standards, treatment backstage and in organization. Add on
top of this the German audiences, who love
live music, thereby providing for strong sales
of concert tickets.
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SUPPORT FOR MUSICIANS
AND MUSIC COMPANIES
FROM GERMANY
Initiative Musik is the Federal Government’s
funding agency and supports the music industry for rock, pop, and jazz in Germany. One
of its main goals is to promote and support
young musical talent, musicians with immigrant backgrounds, and disseminating music
from Germany on foreign markets. Another
focus is reinforcing of music venues that significantly contribute to maintaining cultural diversity within Germany in their work. Initiative
Musik acts as Germany’s music export office;
thus contributing to international networks
and cooperating with additional European music export offices.
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German hip-hop in particular strengthened
its position over the past few years. Above all
it’s been youngsters from families that immigrated to Germany who have adapted American rap and use it to address regional and
even local controversies. Nowadays rappers
such as Azad and Bushido regularly top the
charts – despite or perhaps because of their
provocative texts. One special success story is the hip-hop label Selfmade Records in
Düsseldorf, which landed hit after hit with its
protégés Kollegah, Genetikk and the 257ers.
Selfmade released ten albums from 2013 to
2016, eight of which made it to number one
on the German Charts.

The range of support combines both cultural
and economic development. Initiative Musik’s
Artist and Tour Sponsorships are directed toward solo artists and bands living in Germany, especially newcomers, and also supports
them in gaining a foothold on foreign markets.
Musicians can apply for financial support
through these programmes. Crucial for this
support is primarily originality as well as the
artist’s musical language, but also the artist
and music’s commercial potential.
This is also reflected in the structure of the
partners and the representation on Initiative
Musik’s Supervisory Board, which is made up
of representatives from the music industry
and the Federal Government. Initiative Musik
is supported by the German Society for the
Administration of Neighbouring Rights (GVL),
the German Music Authors’ Society (GEMA)
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and the German Music Council (Deutscher
Musikrat). The bulk of the project’s funding is
provided by the German Federal Commissioner
for Culture and Media.
Initiative Musik’s largest export project is the
coordination of the German joint presentation
at South by Southwest (SXSW) in Austin, Texas.
The time and efforts dedicated to participating in the showcase festival and the SXSW
Music Conference offer newcomer bands an
extraordinary opportunity to build international
business contacts, especially in the American
music market.
In cooperation with the Federal Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy and the
ministry’s Cultural and Creative Industries
Initiative, Initiative Musik organises the German
joint appearance for the eighth time in 2017.
The project management is done by Sound
Diplomacy and IHM Hamburg. The program
is curated by Openers. The German joint appearance is part of the Foreign Trade Show
Programme of the federal government and is
realized and financed with partners from several German federal states.
www.facebook.com/initiativemusik
www.initiative-musik.de
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